Computer hacking is a big problem and Sunbury Sheddie’s have
now been briefed to be aware and prevent it happening .Rod
Jackson our computer expert with Dale Wilkes gave us a briefing
and live demo with Rod’s wife at the other end of the phone, pretending to be a scammer. Thanks guys … great presentation.
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Everyone was interested in preventing computer hacking, especially as the world has just experienced a big computer hacking scam. No one wants to lose their files and/or photos.

All eyes and ears were focused on the information and live demo.
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Shed Details
This Newsletter is produced by Hume Men’s Shed (Sunbury) Inc. 158-160 Evans Street Sunbury, 3429,
Phone: 03 9740 2912. Email: mensshedsunbury@gmail.com Website: www.sunburymensshed.com
SHED MANAGEMENT

COMMITEE

Member Contributions:

President Kevin Swaffield

Peter Wilkinson, Dieter Jankovic

Vice President Ian Lupson

Mike Newman, Rod Jackson

If you have any information that you think members would be interested in
please contact the Editor and all contributions will be considered.

Secretary John Hunter

John Staines, Frank Zambello

Advertising/Sponsors

Treasurer Stan Rasanayagam

Website Management

Editor: Frank Zambello

Alan Beck, Frank Zambello

If you are a business that wishes to advertise or promote its service(s) or
products, please contact us.
We have a Sponsorship package which may suit you.

Sponsorship Manager Jim Moffat

Member Business/Sponsorship suggestions are welcome for including on
our new Membership cards

Grants and WFD Supervisor.Nat Perri

Work for the Dole end of activity Shed Barbecue

Ian congratulating the Shed’s program success and Nat acknowledging, accepting and looking for
the future.

On Friday 5 May 2017 –MatchWorks the Work for the Dole brokers, treated the Shed members to an End of Activity
BBQ. For those who were not there you missed out on the best lobster, prawns and oysters. It was a thank you from
them for a successful activity and our contribution to the Work for the Dole program over the past 6 months.
Attending on the day from MatchWorks we had: Huda Al-Madhoun (WFDC), Dalya Alminawi (WFDC –Broker), Salam
Chaouk (WFDC – Administrator), Ian Rimington (WFDC –Broker) and we were also joined by Bam Nguyen (Max Employment).
On behalf of Hume Men’s Shed (Sunbury) Inc. we would like to thank them for the lunch and for the opportunity to
participate in the WFD program for their support throughout the past 6 months.
The Men’s Shed has been asked to continue being a WFD Host Organisation in Sunbury beyond this current contract.
We are hopeful that once the new Shed is completed we will be able to recommence our involvement as a WFD host
organisation in a bigger and better way.
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June Birthday Celebrations
David Thomas June 1
Derek Clarke June 6
Barry Burbridge June 8
Pat Carey June 12
Trevor Dunn June 24

Richard Zabielski June 27
Barry Steer June 29

Milne Matthews, Roy Greenwood, Brendon Gillespie, Pat Daily, Alan Tuck

Milne is a gourmet cook and a no nonsense
bloke … pizza oven is on it’s way.

PIZZA OVEN TRAILER
If anyone has a lazy trailer
they don’t need, let Frank or
Milne know and it will be put
to good use.
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Friday lunch
Peter
Wilko dishing out the
delicious
vegetable
soup Andy
made. Peter Naughton first
cab off the
rank.

Bruce
and

Jason

Peter and Nat dish
out the second
course …. A beautiful Shephard’s Pie
which Peter’s wife
kindly made for us.

Monty loves the home made soup
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Shed Characters
and projects
Fred is always up to
making
something.
Child’s
miniature
wardrobe

Darkie, Jimmy and Bill having a
chinwag

Garry drinking, Ted
pondering

Kevin making electric ark art, Greg
making a clock with a
panel.
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Shed Issues and Committee happenings
The Shed’s application for a planning permit is proceeding and we expect affirmative action in the very near future.

On very special occasions like the Cobram Men’s Shed donation and the Bulla Fire Brigade Sausage Sizzle proceeds, our Shed
deems it is fitting to provide funds for a worthy cause. Jimmy Moffatt who has been a stalwart member at the Shed and the Sunbury community, is in need of some funds to meet the sum required to purchase a mobility bus. Our Sheddies are glad to help
out with a dedicated extra Bunnings Sausage Sizzle day on 9 June . We would also like to thank Bunnings for accommodating this
event at such short notice.
The President thanked Nat Perri for his very big effort in driving the Work for the Dole initiative and organising all the people
involved. It has also been vey beneficial for the Shed and will continue when the extension is up.
The Sale of the Machinery purchased from the Sunbury Heights Collage and surpus to our requirements is going ahead. The
machinery has been listed, reserves set and made available for bidding to Shed members and a list of other Victorian Sheds
which we consider may be interested. A good response has been received to date..
The New Shed extension will be paid for from a Government Grant and Member funds. All projects which leave the Shed now
to have permanent stickers put on them ... for repeat orders or just recognition.
A drive to get new people on the Bunnings Sausage Sizzle gigs. We are putting our heads together to inspire new cooks and
Shed Ambassadors. Special Section next Newsletter. Our Shed will not be providing vegan sausages. The outcry is too loud.

roj
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A reupholstery project
Whether it’s because Richard does
not know how to
say no, he was
looking for a challenge or he was
told this chair belonged to somone
important in our
community, the
tired old chair project was taken on.

Sometimes jobs don’t go well but not at
our Sunbury Shed.

Bob helped
whilst learning
on the job and
also kept Richard
motivated. To be
fair, Richard was
already motivated and could not
be stopped.
Must be the

Ford Culture

coming through

9 hours later, mission
accomplished. A very
good job Richard and
Bob. Our mystery celebrity will no doubt be
impressed.
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Quiz for non-Scottish members

The first thing Bob White did when joining our Shed was to organise for this device to be turned down on a wood lathe.
What is it we asked? All the Scottish
members knew instantly. A porridge
stirrer.

EDITORS CORNER
We feel we should be more active in monitoring our fellow members’ welfare. If
there is someone you realise hasn’t been in for a while, discuss with us and let’s
make enquiries. John Hunter is designing some get well cards to be used on behalf of
the Shed.
We are looking for old but operating microwave ovens so more of our artist
types can try out the we have discovered. Making designs on wood from sparks and
a liquid medium. The transformer out of the microwave oven provides high voltage
for the process.
We are meeting up with the Hume Pride Editor and will start a media program
so that Sunbury can learn what we have to offer at the Shed.
Things we do at the Shed … woodwork of all types, metal work, computers,
guests speakers and talks on topics of interest, community projects, weekly Friday
lunch, Sausage Sizzles, Monthly Newsletter, Website, Facebook, things that are lacking
and we need to improve are: outings, guest speakers, community awareness, Work
for the Dole projects.
Elections are around the corner and give us an opportunity to progress the
Shed by members branching out and taking on roles they may not have done before
for the better of us all. We also need to form smaller Committees to take on tasks
like Sponsorship, Cooking, Media management, Website and Facebook development
and maintenance.

Can ANYBODY tell me how to bend
a skateboard like this...

Cheers.

Our Newsletters and promotional pamphlets are printed at our State
Member for Sunbury, Josh Bull’s office and Cartridge World Sunbury
and gratefully received as a Community Service
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Bunnings Sausage
Sizzle dilemma

From the Herald Sun…

Stunned tradies and DIYers staggered away in disbelief recently when they discovered that the snags being at Bunnings sold were….meat free.
The Cheltenham Cat Rescue group was behind the vegan snag sale, and according to group founder, some folks were not too happy about it.
“I think maybe some people were disappointed to come to Bunnings ready to buy a sausage and it’s not traditional fare – some people were a bit angry, we had the odd Oscar-winning performance but most people asked questions and many gave them a try”, Reus told the Herald Sun.
Although Reus claimed this was the group’s third outing at Bunnings, this one seemed to cause the biggest stir, with some Bunnings-goers calling talkback radio to complain.
“We were a little shocked, considering it’s probably one of the most male-dominated destinations in the country,” Olivia told 3AW.
Presumably in Olivia’s world, eating meat is a manly pursuit.
There are no male vegans? Clearly, she hasn’t been to Fitzroy. Men basically can’t live there unless they are vegan and have a beard, sleeve tattoos, and
an exaggerated appreciation of coffee and craft beer.
Others took to Twitter to vent their anger.
One outraged woman went so far as to complain to Bunnings.
Cheltenham Cat Rescue was raising money to help pay vet fees and raise awareness about desexing cats. The groups reasoning is simple: we love animals, therefore, we don’t eat them.
However, this logic was mostly lost on the dissatisfied contingent of high-vis clad folks who came to Bunnings eager to get their meat fix.
We’ve mentioned before the almost sacred position that Bunnings (and the snag) hold here in Straya. Yet despite this, you will be surprised to learn
that selling vegan snags is not a crime or even against Bunning’s policy.
Bunnings State Operations Manager Tony Manzone (real name, Olivia will like it), said that the snag sizzle had been supporting local community groups
for over two decades.
Since their inception, the guidelines have been consistent. Meat sausages, onions and bread. This has not changed…However, in recent years, and on a
case-by-case basis, we also allow community groups to have a vegan fundraising sausage sizzle if that is their preference, which is supported by appropriate customer signage. In addition, our cafes provide vegetarian and other options for customers if required.
Maybe the meat-eaters should give the vegan’s a break. It’s not like they are down there every week.
I know these two groups don’t exactly see eye-to-eye. Every meat lover has been cornered by a vegan at some point and
world, OK? Let’s just all get along and share, shall we?

vice versa. But it’s a big

Reus said that she sold around 550 snags, raising $1,300. Surely, not all of her customers were female vegans. That’s good. Embrace the other, try
something different.
There’s hope for society yet.

As soon as the Bunnings
roster goes on the noticeboard, Barry Burbridge’s name goes on
for the busy lunch time
shift..
The Shed thanks you
Barry.
And everybody else involved with Bunnings
Sausage Sizzles
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Keep the timber boys happy with a
modern thicknesser
GRANT NEWS
On Friday 19 May – our Shed received a phone call from the Australian Government, Department of Health to inform us that our application for a Grant to purchase an Industrial Thicknesser had been approved and granted. The Australian Men’s Shed Association (AMSA)
has administered the Australian Government Shed Development Program (the NSDP) on behalf of the Australian Government, the program provides provision of direct financial assistance to help Men’s
Sheds deliver activities and programs.
On behalf of the Hume Men’s Shed (Sunbury) Inc. we would like
to thank The Minister for Health, the Hon. Greg Hunt, Australian
Government, Department of Health and the AMSA for their support in receiving this Grant.
On behalf of the Shed I would like to thank Nat Perri for his tireless work in the Shed achieving wins like this.

Makeshift thicknesser and one from days
past.

Interesting tattoo...people have a good sense of humour
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Sunbury Men’s Shed Sponsorship
Local businesses who contribute in some way to our Shed give us welcome assistance and for our part
we will acknowledge, advertise and encourage our Members to foster these businesses .

E
Finger licking good… we all love it. I can’t remember KFC
not being in Sunbury…….I believe it has been here since
the 70’s. A Sunbury Institution.
Thank you KFC.
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Newsletter back copies available.
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